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PINKHAM-DEMAZURE CONSTRUCTION FOR TWO

DIMENSIONAL CYCLIC QUOTIENT SINGULARITIES

By

Tadashi Tomaru

Abstract. The affine ring of any cyclic quotient singularity has

countably many natural graded ring structures.In two dimensional

case, we construct every such graded ring in terms of (^-coefficient

divisor on Pl which is naturally associated with a resolution of the

singularity.

Introduction

Let n,q be relatively prime integers satisfying 1 ^ q < n. Let G be the group

generated by [en,e%] -(
en 0

0 el
] I e GL(2, C), where en = exp{2ni/n). We con

sider the usual action of G on C2 and the cyclic quotient singularity(C2/G, {0}),

and it is denoted by Cn,q as in [5].The weighted dual graph (= w.d.graph) of the

exceptional set of the minimal resolution of Cn q is given as follows:

(0.1)

where - ― b＼―
9

1

br-

1

(

:=[[&!,... A]]) and b^2.

1

~h

If u,v are variables on C2, the affinering R of CnA is the invariant subring

by the action of G on C[u,v＼.Let r,s be relativelyprime positiveintegers. If we

give the degree of u, v as degiu) = r and deg(v) = s respectively,we get a graded
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ring structure RfyS of Cn,q. Varying (r,s) we obtain countably many graded ring

structures on R.

Every cyclic quotient singularity has a C*-action. The affine ring of normal

surface singularitywith C*-action has a graded structure.For such any singularity

but not cyclic quotient singularity,H. Pinkham [4] gave a nice construction for

the affine graded ring in terms of a ^-(coefficient)divisor on a curve. The con-

structionis associated to the minimal good resolution of the singularity.Such con-

struction was generalised by Demazure [1]in more general situation(also see [7]),

so let'scallitPinkham-Demazure construction.In thispaper we consider Pinkham-

Demazure construction for RK:S for Cn^q. By considering a suitable resolution of

Cnjq which is not necessarily minimal good, we show that Rr,s is represented in

terms of a ^-divisor on Pl which is associated with the resolution.

The author would like to thank Prof. Oswald Riemenschneider for his helpful

advice and conversations. Also, the author would like to thank the referee for

suggesting the author the following. Although we prove our result over C, our

conclusion is the same over any field of any characterestic.

1. Preliminaries

In thispaper we put {a} = min{n e Z＼n

r,s be relatively prime positive integers.

^a} for any real number a. Now let

Definition 1.1. Let N be the set of non-negativeintegers.We define a

subset F ^ N x N, the degree of elements of T and two positiveintegers/uand

k as follows:

T = {(i,j)eNxN＼i + qj = O(n)}

deg{i, j) = ri + sj for (/,j) e T,

pL = g.c.d.(n,qr ―s) and A =
n

Let q' be the integer with qq' = ＼{n) and 0 < q' < n. We put qq' = nq" + 1.

Then (s ―rq)q' = q's ― r ― nq"r and (r ―q's)q = qr ― s ― nq"s. From this we can

see ju = g.c.d.(n,q's ―r).

Lemma 1.2. //= max{c e N ＼deg(i,j) is divisibleby c for any (i,j) e T}.

Proof. For any (i,j)eT, we put i + qj = na for aeZ. Since deg(i,j) =

ri +sj = nra+(s ―rq)j, we have fi＼deg(i,j)(i.e.,deg(ij) is divisible by //).

Now we assume that c＼deg(i,j) for any element (i,j) e T. Since (n ―q, 1) e F,
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c deg(n ― q,l) ― nr + s ―rq. Since (n,O)eF, c＼nr. Therefore

c g.c.d.(nr,qr ― s) = g.c.d.(n,qr ―s) = /u, since g.c.d.(r, qr ― s) = 1.
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we have

Q.E.D.

Let R be the invariant subring of C[u, v] by the usual action of a cyclic

group G = <[eM,e|]>. We define the degree for any element of R as deg(ulvJ) =

ri+ sj.If we put R = ci^Lo ^k an(^ ^k
~

c
n+j/=fcCulv^, then R/< = 0 for k ^

i+qj=0(n)

0(u). Henceforth we may only consider the following graded ring:

00
Rr,s =

cHie

k=0

where Rk = 0 cvV

i+qj= OM

We callit normalized graded ring of Cn^q with weight (r,s)

Let a',a" be integers as in above.

Lemma 1.3. Let b＼,...,bk be as in (0.1). For any real number a we have

[[bi,...,bk-i,bk + a]] =
n + q'a

q + q"a

Proof. We prove thisby the induction on k. We assume that [[62,･･･,h}} =

N
―, where N and Q are relativelyprime integers with 0 < Q < N. Let Q' be the

integer satisfyingQQ' = 1(N) and 0 < Q < N. Also let Q" be integer with QQf =

NQ" + 1. Since - = b＼- Q/N = (b＼N - Q)/N, we can easily see that n = b＼N -
q

Q and q = N. Further we can see that q' = b＼Q' ― Q" and q" = Q'. In fact, we

have N(biQ'- Q") = ＼{n)and 0 < bxQ' - Q" = (nQf + ＼)/q< n, so q' = bxQ' -

Q". We can see q" = Q1 similarly.From the assumption of induction, we have

[[b2,...,bk+ a}} = (N+Q'a)/{Q+Ql>a) and so [[bu ...,bk + a}} = (btN - Q +

(biQ' - Q")a)/(N + Q'a) = (n + q'a)/(q + q"a). Q.E.D.

2. Plnkham-Demazure Construction

In this section we prove our main result in this paper. Let q',r,s,/uand X

be non-negative integers as in section 1. From the definition of y.and X, we have

g.c.d.Mqr ―s)/fi,X)= 1. Let a.＼,<X2be integers defined by following congruences:

-( 1 (Ar) and 0 < a.＼< Xr
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Further let b

■■

(

jl 0L＼ a2

= ― + ― + ―

Xrs Xr Xs

Tadashi Tomaru

= 1(As) and 0 < a2 < As.

Lemma 2.1. b is an integer.

Proof. We have cc＼s= ct＼qr―ju+ Aw and o,ir= oi2q'$―[i+ Bns for some

A,BeZ. Then

b
otiq+ 0.2+An &2q' + a＼+Bn

Xs Xr

Then we can easily check bl e Z. Another hand we have bis = a＼q+ 0C2(n)and

blr = oci+ CL^q'in).Then bXrq = ot＼q+ a.i(n) since qq' = l(n). Hence M(^r - s)

= 0(≪)and so bTn = bXjiT = 0(≪),where we put T = (qr ―s)//i.Therefore bT e

Z. Hence beZ because of bl, bT e Z and g.c.d.(l,T) = 1. Q.E.D.

Definition 2.2. Let define a O-divisor Dr s and a Z-divisor D^} on F1 as

follows:

Dr,s = bP0-:^Pi -j'Pi and
AT AS

d?;i=u,pB- fgU

for any k e No, where Pq,P＼,P2 g Pl. Further,

(see[11,[4]):

R(Dr.) =

00

k=0

{ a
ik

Xs
b

define a graded ring as follows

H°(p＼e)pl{Dik)s))-tk

Theorem 2.3. (i) The normalized graded ring Rr s of Cn q is isomorphic to

(ii) The configuration

w.d.graph for a resolution

[[^21,---,^2r2]]-

A＼rx ■■■ An Aq A2＼ ■■■ A2r2

of Cn^q, where Ar/oci = [[bn,
■■■

,b＼n＼] and Xs/a.2 =

Proof, (i) Let n : C[x, y] ―>C[u, v] be a map defined by u ― xr and t?

Then

Rk (= (Rr,s)k) 0 CVV ^

ri+sj=kn
i+qj= O(n)

0 Cxriysj

i+qj = Q{n)

= y>
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Let 00 = [er,l], 9＼ = [1,^], g2

and j' = sj, then

=
＼es
＼rnrs'

(2.1) Rk

(

I i'+j'=kfl

＼i'/r+qj'/s = O{n)
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e%s＼ and G' = <0o,0i,02>. If we put /' = ri

Cx'yJ

<go,g＼ >

= C[x,y]%

where C[x, y]k/u is the homogeneous submodule of C[x, y] of degree kju with

respect to deg(x) = deg(y) ― 1.

Let a : M = Uq U U＼ ―>■C2 be the monoidal transformation centered at the

origin and let (≪,-,u,-)the coordinate of £/,-(~ C2), so cr(uo,vq) = (mq, mo^o) = {x, y),

o(u＼,v＼)= (u＼V＼,u＼)= (x, y), and C := {wo = mi = 0} ~ F1 and Mis the total

space of a line bundle with degree ―1. We have C[x, y]k/I~ H°(C,&c(k[iQ)) ･

tkfi,where Q e C. Then

(2.2) Rk^H°(C,&c(knQ))G" -tk≫,

where G" is the group obtained by the lifting of the action of G' through a. The

generators go, g＼ and #2 can be lifted onto Uj (i ― 0,1) such that gj o c = <ro ^y-

(7 = 0,1,2) (see [2]), and they are given as follows:

% = [er,e;l＼, gx = [l,es] and g2 = [esnrs,e^~s] on Uo,

go = [l,er], gl = [es,e;1} and g2 = [e^e^f] on [/,.

We have ~gl{~g{l~qr)lii= [^, 1] on £/,,and g^~s)l11 = ＼e* 1] on ^. Since (/i,q) =

1, G" = <fifo≫^i5^2)contains [eA,1] on ?7o and C/j.Then the cyclic group if =

(＼eM,1]> (~ Z^) acts naturally on the fiber coordinates of the line bundle M ―>■C

and acts triviallyon C. We put M = M/H. Then M = Uo U t/i =3 C = C/H ~

F1 and C2 = -//, where ^- = U{/H ~ C2. Further let G = G"/H and M =

M/G. Then we have the following diagram:

From (2.2),we have

(2.3)

CczM

Pi

＼/G

4--

M n＼

/<0O,01>

c2

1-

X

Rk ~H°(C,Oc(kfiQ)f ■tk, where Q=Pi(Q) and t = f
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Now we compute the cyclic quotient singularitieson M. On Co, we have

G= <[e?,e;l},[l,es],[eXne{lr-sW}y on Uo. Taking the quotient by [l,es] we have

the following:

U0/G ^ C2K[e^e;%[eXnet-s)ly = C2/<[e^-')/tl]> = C2/<K,^]>-

Then we have Uq/G ~ Qrja,, and U＼/G ~ C^a2 by the same way.

Let C ―p2{C), then />2: C ―>C is a Galois covering of the degree Xrs with

two ramification points Q＼, Q2 of the ramification order krs. Let Pi = piiQx) and

P2=P2{Qi). Then (M,Px)~Clr^ and {M,P2)^Ch^2. Let n2 : X-^
M be

the minimal resolution of the singularitiesP＼, P2 on M. Let C be the proper

transform of C through Ti2-Then, from Orlik and Wagreich's result[3: Theorem

4.31 we have

-C2 =
Ars /r As

Let PqeC (#Pi,P2) and let /^(^o) = {Go,i,-･-, Go,* }- If we put D' =

Xrs
bYlQoj - a＼sQi ―a2rQ2, then D' is G-invariant. Since deg D' = /u, D'~ juQ

on C = Pl (linearlyequivalent).Therefore,from (2.3)we have

Rk^H0{C,Oc{kDf)f-tk.

Further, by virtue of Pinkham's result[4: Lemma 5.2.],we have

Rk^H＼£,(9b(D^))-tk.

This completes the proof of (i).

(ii)we need only to show the followingequality:

(2.4) [[blri,...,bn,b,b2u...,b2r2}}=-.

From the assumption and the definitionof b,

the left side of (2.4) = [[blri,...,bn,b-%]] = K>ir,,---,bu -

Xrs

U + CL＼S

Since nr＼a＼(qr ― s) ―ju from the definition of u＼. Then /? = (<x＼(qr― s) ― ju)/nr

is an integer with ft < (oc＼q)/n < ah and Ar/?+ 1 = ai((qr - s)/ju) = ＼{Xr).There-

fore if we put a = (―Xrs)/{{i + cl＼s),then the left side of (2.4) = [[bin,...,

bn+a]] = {2.r + ala)/{(qr-s)/ju + pa)

that {Xr + OLXa)/{{qr - s)/fi + fia) = -.

H

from Lemma 1.3.We can easilycheck

Q.E.D.
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Therefore, if we consider that A$ is the central curve of the w.d.graph in (ii),

we can construct the graded ring from the w.d.graph of (ii)for CnA by a similar

wav as in T41.

Example 2.4.

resolution) is given

Let consider C$:5, so the configuration (of the minimal

hv

A＼ A2 At, A4 As

O-O-O-O-O, where O means
Q).

(i) Assume (r,,s)= (1,2). Then //= 3, X = 2, <xi= 1 and aj = 3. Then b =

3/4 + 1/2 + 3/4 = 2. Therefore, by considering that A2 is the central curve and

1)1,2= 2^0 + l/2Pi + 3/4P2, we can construct the normalized graded ring of Ce}s

with degree (1,2) as Pinkham-Demazure construction.

(ii)Assume (r,s) = (7,11). Then ju = 6, X= 1, a.＼= 2 and ai = 7. Then

Z?= 6/77+ 2/7 + 7/11 = 1. We consider the following iterating monoidal

o-o-o-o-o - o-Q)-Q)-Q)-o-o

<- o-Q-Q-o-Qo-o.

By taking the exceptional curve of firstkind as the central curve and 1)7,11=

Pq + 2/lP＼ +7/11^2, we can construct the normalized graded ring with degree

(7,11).

As an application of Theorem 2.3 we compute the Poincare series Pr,s(t)

{= YZJdimc(Rr..s),) ■tk) of the graded ring JL_S.

Corollary 2.5. (i) Pr s(t)=

put Ck

(ii)

J

The

1

krs

J2 (Ck - Ck-i) ■tk, where we
(l-O(l-^)^o

o (fc = -i)

degD^ + l (Q^k<Xrs).

ji (k = Xrs)

cyclic order n of CnA is determined from Pr,s(t)

Proof, (i) If b^2, then deg D{rk)ŝ 0 for any k ^ 0. Further if b = 1, then

ylr =̂ a + a.]s+ oL-yr.Therefore, for any k > 0

degD^]=k-i
<Xi k

Xr
＼-rn-

[As
+

fJc＼

Xrs＼ ＼Xsj
> -1
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where [ ] is the Gauss symbol. Then, by Riemann-Roch theorem on F1 we

have dime H°(P＼&p(D)-J)) = deg DrJ + 1. For any non-negativeinteger k, we

put ak = deg Dr J + 1. Since axrs+k= Rk + H for any k, we have

oo Xrs―1 oo

;=0 k=0 7=0

1

1 - tlrs
k=0

aktk +
ntXrs

(1 - txrsf

tXrsj

Ars-1
£

A:=0

1 - &s

1 -t

1 Xrs

Y^(Ck - Q_i) ■tk
(l-O(i-^)fcs

(ii)We can easily check the following:

(2.5)

aktk

1

(d-l)(e+l)

2

Pl(t) = (l-t)2PrM and Q(t) =

Since PY{t) = Q(i)/{＼+ ?+･･･ + tXrs~l)

Therefore

(2.6)

(2.7)

P[(l) =
dPi(t)

dt
t=＼

x =

00

7=0

1

- t^rs

krs― 1

£

k=0

krs-＼

k=0

tk

aktk

Xrs
Y,{Ck-ck.{)-tk

k=o

+

we have P＼(＼)= fi/(Xrs) and

UrsQ'(l)

r + $

Xrs(krs ―

2

Q.E.D

Ars
}

Xfirs

1 -

where d, e are relatively prime positive integers with 1 < e < d. Now let

krs-＼
£ ck +

A:=0

t

1

Further we can easily see that Q(＼)= Cxrs = H and Q'{＼)=

Using (2.5), Y$Sl Ck = ttl>rs-iJL+ r + s)l2. Then />[(!)= (2ju-r-s)/2(Xrs)

irsiPril) - P[(l))

Further we can easily see the following:

ju= ＼im(l-t)(l-tXrs)Pr!S(t)

Hence the value n ―Xu is determined from Pr At)
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However we can not expect that Pr,s(t)determines the singularity.For

example, let'sconsider the normalized graded rings of C2s,(,and Cis,＼6with

degree (1,1). For these two cases, we have X = /a= 5. Further both Poincare

serieses are equal, and they are given by

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[71

1

(i-0(i-'5)
{l + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5}
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